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the earth's surface, or perpendicular to the earth's surface, or

vibratory forms of motion (forces) in
evident or demonstrable to our per-

It held two inmates, an old man
in the room.

That voice."
A convention recently passed prohibition position therein. The writer's remarks on same, we think...

The Time is still Investigating the Mays of Philadelphia, a committee appointed by Congress. Mayor Boyd, a man and the late is pretty deep.

Says Fair, of Friendship, is anxious to return to the Legislature, via their cash, of securing and will combine their efforts, and spend it. They need to be the precedent rules of the party in almost reduced Charleston to ruins was fighting the prohibitionists and by five million dollars to put the city in a

Of Mr. Quay last fall. "Verily he office seekers and chronic place hunters prostituting so noble a cause to a fac...

From the Philadelphia Times.

If you fail to pay a penny you will not see anything anybody.

At the meeting on Aug. 14 of the Pennsylvania State Convention of Provisionary Physicians and Surgeons, of the Philadelphia Medical Society, held in the Philadelphia Medical College, the following resolutions were adopted:

Sold at: FENTON'S—AND ALSO THE CELEBRATED;


Joseph W. Culbert, Druggist.

A Dreary paper printed a remarkable article on the white cotton flower in the following words. "White cotton flowers, made by the people of the South...


"CORN" MANUFACTURED OUTSIDE OF CASSIMERE and the BUFFALO RYE FLOTJR.

FEBRUARY 1885.

"FRUIT JARS and the BUFFALO RYE FLOTJR.

A Full Line of: WANTED IMMEDIATELY at HOWARD LEOPOLD'S.

BARBER & CANDLE 3.11.1885.

FEBRUARY 1885.

POLITICAL

FRUIT JARS

A. B. Ward, and lived with the Ward family, near Birmingham, was born in 1801, and lived to see 120 descendants who are

"COLLEGEVILLE ROLLER MILLS!!

EIGHTY YEARS OF SKILLFUL WORKING IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TOP NOTCH ROLLER MILLS.

RAY, BELL & FLOOD,

TRENTON, N. J.

RAY, BELL & FLOOD,

TRENTON, N. J.

"ROLLING-FLOUR, RYE, FLORE, BREAD, OF ALL KINDS, OF BALANCED GRIND.

What is actually proved at present is

Mr. Quay a subordinate position in the

Upon the commencement of a new era in surgery, whose recovery may be said to mark the

Of course we have the temporary for office might be appeased and his probable oppositiOh placated. The conclusion possible under the circum...

"FERTILIZERS!"

Shan, by one hand, as they are common, and throw some,

Mr. Quay for himself.

Said the Quay for himself.

The present so-called prohibition... spread to the second story, and in a
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The present so-called prohibition... spread to the second story, and in a

"ROLLING-FLOUR, RYE, FLORE, BREAD, OF ALL KINDS, OF BALANCED GRIND.

"FERTILIZERS!"

Shan, by one hand, as they are common, and throw some,
in this section of the county than any advertising medium the
Accommodation .............................................
Milk ...........................................................5-41 p. m.
Evening. Rev. Henry A. Landis and
to secure their employes a holiday, and
promising their friends the dinner and good party man."
Moser be there ? We advise not, some
Dedication. —For window frames, sash, doors,
GAME ANIMALS. —Ducks—September 1 to May 16.
September 12, will be

From Grover’s Ford.

Secretary and Trustee of the above-mentioned
were not susceptible, to any
418-72 perches of land. The improve


As Usual.

CLOTHES & CASHMIRIERS.

COAL!

Jacob Trinly, LIMESTICK STATION, PA.

Dairy Product and Personal Property.

Essex County, the

For style, beauty, and the...